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Limiting Stable Currents in Bounded Electron
and Ion Streams

Absfracf-The
classical staticanalysis
of the infinite planar
diode has been extended to include the effects of finite transverse
beam size. Simple expressions have been found for the increase in
maximum stable current density over that of an infinite stream for
of
finite cylindrical and strip streams flowing betweenplates
infinite diodes. The results are also given in terms of stream perveance. The effect of a nonuniform distribution of current across
the stream is shown to be relatively small. Experimental values of
maximum stablecurrentagree
with those obtained from the
analysis. A further extension of the static analysis has been made
to include the effects of additionalconductingplane
boundaries
parallel to the stream motion. For length-to-width ratios L/D less
than 0.25 the tube is adequately described by the results for the
infinite planar Oiode and for L/D greater than 4, the infinitely-long
drift tubetheory suflices. At intermediatevalues of L/D, the
maximum amount of currentthat can be stably passedthrough
the tube is greater than that predicted by either asymptotic theory.

INTRODUCTION
ALUES O F limiting current aregiven for the finite
diameter stream in a diode in Section I and for
a finite-lengthplanar drift tube in Section
11.These
time-independentsolutionscomplement
the well-known
solutions for infinitely broad diodes Ill-[3] and infinitely
long drift tubes [4]-[8]. The fields (or potentials) in the
infinite diode and the infinite drift tube vary along only
one coordinate; the fields in the present models vary both
radially and axially. The motion of the electronor ion
stream, however, is constrained to the axial direction by
a strong axial magnetic field, so that the current density
is constant along the direction of motion.
Limiting current in this time-independent type of analysis is established in a special way. Solutions with unidirectional flow for which V(r) > 0 are found for currents
increasingfrom
zero. Suchsolutions
cannotbefound
beyond a certain value of current, and this value is called
the limiting current. Energyrelationsand
small-signal
stability at this “limiting” value have been discussed by
Bridges and Birdsall [91. Beyond this value of current,
only solutionswith bidirectional flow are expected. A timedependent solution that would show time growth leading
to largeamplitude oscillations beyond limitingcurrent
191 is only implied and is not presented here.
I n Section I, several finite-diameter stream cross sections in a diode are analyzed, and the results checked
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against experiment. I n Section 11, the effect of adding
side walls (making a planar drift tube with ends) is found
and the resultsrelatedtoboththe
diode and infinitedrift-tube solutions.

I. FINITEDIAMETER
STREAM
IN
INFINITE

AN

DIODE’

The model forthisanalysis
is acylindrical stream
flowing normal to the electrodes shownin Fig.1. A variety
of radial distributions of current density, including hollow
streams and streams with definite
no
boundary,is allowed;
in the latter, b is to be interpreted as a “characteristic”
radius. In the configurationshown,electric
fields exist
outside as well as inside the stream. Some of the field
lines from charges located near
the center of the region
(x = 4 2 ) terminate on the electrodes at points outside
the stream; charges located near an electrode thus “see”
less electric field produced by charges nearthecenter
than if the stream were infinitely broad.’ A given current
densitythus produces less space-chargedepression
of
potential, and the current density necessary to produce
limiting is thereby increased.

A. Method of Xolution
The problem is to integrate Poisson’s equation for the
potential. V ( r , x) in two dimensions;

V Z V ( r 2)
,
The charge density
velocity by

X)/%.

(1)

x) is related to the current and

p(r,

i(r, x)

= -p@,

= p(r,

x) u(r, %).

(2)

We use the time-independent, zero-temperature equation
of motion for a single-valued velocity,
+w2

=

-eV.

(3)

In the infinitely broad diode or the infinitely long drift
tube,potentialdependson
onlyonecoordinate,
and
closed-form solutions can beobtained.With
two-coordinate dependence, no closed-form solutions have been
found.Anapproximatesolutionusing
a Fourier-Bessel
expansion is given in this Section for the diode; a second
method is used in Section I1 with the drift tube.
1 Section I comprises aportion
of W. B. Bridges’ Ph.D. dissertation [14].
2 This is analogous to the situation arising with the Hahn-Ram0
space-charge waves. As a very broad stream is reduced to a thin
stream, a given bunching of charge produces a smaller and smaller
axial electric field. This effect is accounted for in the space-charge
reduction factors, as tabulated by Branch and Mihran [lo].
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A normalized current distribution *,(r) is introduced;

A

i(r)

= p(r,

O)U,

= p,Un\k,(r)

= ioqr(r).

(10)

For a rectangular distribution io is related to the total
current I,,by Io = d ’ i n . Thechargedensity p(r, x ) is
assumed to be separable;

--

p(r,

electron
stream

x)

=

(11)

~ ~ * ~.*-,(x>,
( r >

where q Z ( x ) is the normalizedlongitudinal distribution
of charge density. Clearly, q k , ( 0 )= 1. Equation (8) thus
becomes

Fig. 1. Stream and electrode configuration for the finite cylindrical
stream model.

For the diode, we write the potential V ( r , x) and the
charge density p(r, z ) as expansions in suitable functions.
The current density i is assumed to be independent of x, where the normalized constants and variables
for example, due to a strong axial magnetic field; several
simple forms are later assumedfor the radial distribution
i- = 4%
of the current. The potentialis written as
u = r/b,

where the expansion coefficients are given by

F,(k)

=

! 1-

V(Y’,x’) sin

/a

n

o

mm‘

(7
Jn(kr’)r’
)
dr’

=

2 1-P,(k) sin (7)
Jo(kr)kdk,

m=1

__

yv =

kb,

dz’. (5) have been introduced.

For averybroadstream
given by

The charge density is expanded in a similar series
p(r, x)

w mb
a ’

Pr =

(b

---f

m)

thepotential

is

(6)

0

.sin (m~rt). (13)

where
P,(k) =
o

7nIrz’
Jm
p(r’, x’) sin (&)
n

Jo(krf)rfd?-’ dx‘.

(7)

This form ddfers from (l2) by the reduction factor,

Substitution of these expressions into Poisson’s equation
yields the relations between the expansion coefficients,

= RAP,

#

u).

(14)

This factor is evaluated below for simple current distributions.
The potential can then be written in terms of the charge
density as

sin

B. Results of Analysis
1 ) Uniform Current, Solid Stream:For a uniform current
distribution

(5)

Jo(kr’)rf dr’ dx’]
and the reduction factorbecomes

The second equationthat the potential and
charge density
must satisfy is (2). Equations ( 2 ) and (9) can be solved
= 1 - PJ,(B,u)&(Pr).
(17)
numerically, given the transverse distribution i(r) . This
For a thin stream, Io(Pru)E 1 in the first few terms of
distribution is chosen so as to approximate the current
the series; for a thicker stream this approximation is not
density variations occurring in typical
electrondevices.
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so good, but p,K,(p,) is small, and the error introduced
by taking Io(,8p) 1 is still small. Physically, this means
thatthepotentialvariesonly
a little over the stream
cross section. At this point we take the potential to be
the value onthe axis, u = 0. Someaverageover
the
stream cross section could be made in this
simple case,
but this refinement is probably not justified considering
theotherapproximationsinvolved.
All r-dependenceis
thus removed, and one-dimensionalequations
are regained; the effects of the transverse variations are included
in R,(P,, 0), which gives the measure of reduction in the
mth Fouriercomponent
of the longitudinalpotential
distribution compared to the infinite stream value. Introducing the normalized potential C$ and current density a,
a )

=

V(0, .wvo,
io

a = -

-

-2.33

X

20

J

V:/z~-2

May

a = 8, fordifferentvalues
of b/a, are shown as open
circles in Fig. 2.
An interesting and compact approximate solution can
be found for (19) and (20) if two more assumptions are
made. First, thespace charge is assumed to be distributed
axially as sin (T<); that is, only the first, nz = I, term
of the series in (19) is retained. Second, limiting is assumed
to take place at the same minimum potential as in
the
infinitediode,
= 2. The increase in limiting current
is then simply
C$,&

This expression is shown as the solid line in E’ig. 2, and
is seen to be sufficiently accuratefornormal
design
purposes. The potentialprofiles compared in E’ig. 3 indicate
that the foregoing assumptions are not unreasonable as
long as b / a is not too small. The perveance corresponding
t o (21) is given in Fig. 4, comparedwith the11-term
series calculation. Perveance is given by P = I,/(V,)”’”,
where I o = d 2 i ,for uniform current density. In the limit
of small b/a,

we havetwosimultaneoussingle-variableequationsto
be solved,

c$({)= 1 - 9
8 a ” [I
rn=l

-

K,

-11.9 ,

P

I)?(

=
7

which agrees almost exactlywith the one-termapproximation for b / a < 0.1; this approximation does not approach
a minimumperveance, although the series mighthave,
if carried to smaller b/a.
Thispair of equations was solved iteratively using a
digital computer. As a first guess, to start the iterations,
the normalizedchargedensity
was assumedconst,ant
( q Z ( {=
) 1) and the resulting potential
calculatedfrom
(19). This potential was used to determine a new charge
densitydistributionfrom
(20), and this chargedensity
was in turn used to calculate a new potential from (19),
and so on, converging to a sufficiently accurate solution
for the potential at the
particularvalue of current, a.
The largestvalue of CY for which convergence canbe
obtained is thus thelimiting current. Thismaximum value
was determined by increasing
a after each convergence
(using the solutionfor the previousvalue as the new
initialtrialtoreducecomputerrunningtime)until
a
valuewas finally reached that caused the iterations to
diverge. Theintervalin
a between the valuesgiving
divergence andthelast
convergentsolution
was then
successively halved until a sufficiently accurate value for
thismaximum a was obtained. The numericalsolution
forpotential was allowed to converge to a maximum
difference between successive iterations of 0.0001; the
limiting currentwas determined within a n error Aa of 2-6.
The value of cy = 8 was obtainedwiththisaccuracy
when this method was applied to the infinite stream case,
agreeing withthe well-known analytic solution [lj-[3].
Eleven terms were taken in the series (19). The values
of limiting current, normalizedto theinfinite stream value,

2) Nonuniform Current: Thin Hollow Streams: A simple
model of a nonuniform current distributionis now solved.
A uniform density of 1
A is assumedfor 0 < r < e,
a density of p for c < r < b, and a density of zero for
r > b. I n order to comparecorrectly the effect of the
ununiformity, the same total current is required for this
case as for that of the uniform distribution:

+

which requires, with the definition c / b

p=l---

=

X,

AA

1 - X2’
The nonuniformdistribution
uniform-current case is then

to be compared tothe

P t A

O<u<A,

(0

u

The range of the parameter A is

>

1.
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Fig. 2. Increase in maximum value
of stable current density of a
cylindrical stream as a function of stream aspect ratio b/a. The
open circles are the series results; the solid line is the first series
term, all for uniform current density. The dashed lines are for
nonuniform current densities, with A, A defined in Fig. 5. The
solid points are experimental results, as discussed in the text.
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No iterativecomputations weremade forthistype
of
distribution; the same simplifing assumptions as applied
to the uniform stream, however, yield a n expression for
the approximate increase in limiting current:

1

d.8

1.0

Fig. 3. Potential profiles in theinterelectrode space for I ) first term
approximation [I - 0.73 sin (TS)]; 2 ) exactsolution forthe
infinite stream with a = 8; 3) computer solution for cylindrical
stream with b/a = 0.222816 and OL = 30.50 (maximum value);
4) computer solution for a cylindricalstream withb / a = 0.0636609
and 01 = 182.777 (maximumvalue).
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 5. Extreme limits of nonuniformtransverse
current distributions. (a) Hollow stream. (b) Solid cylindrical streamwith
smaller radius. Distributions (a) and (b) are shown for the same
total current.

I

Equation (28) with c/b = 0.5 is shown as the two dashed
lines in Fig. 2 for the two limiting cases of inequality (26).
Thisapproximate expression breaksdownfor
A = -1
and large b/a, as the potential on the axis has been used
to obtain (28), while A = -1 defines a hollow stream,
axis.
and large b/a removes thisstreamfarfromthe
A better answer in this case of a hollow stream would
beobtained if thepotential c$(u, {) were evaluated at
apointwithin
the hollow stream,say r = + ( e
b).
The other limiting case of (28) is also a bit misleading,
since A = [(l - h2)/(X2)] eliminates the stream for u > X,
defining a uniform stream of diameter Xb. For this new
stream, with a smaller diameter-to-length ratio, the limiting current density is expected to increase rather than
decrease as shown; the difficulty lies in the requirement
thatbothstreamscarrythesametotalcurrentinan
area r b 2 . Despite these difficulties, Pig. 2 does show the
direction of the change in the limiting current for streams
with somenonuniformity,and
it demonstrates thatin
thin streams thecorrection due to nonuniformityis small.

+

Fig. 4. Limitingperveance, P = IU/Vu3'2, -Tu = &Pi0,for a cylindrical stream of uniform current density. The open circles are
the series results; the solid line is the first series term, which is
of questionable value for b / a ---f 0. The dashed line, -(b/a)', is
the asymptote for large b/a, the infinite diode.

withtheseextreme

cases illustratedinFig.
is

.>
+ "(

5 . Thefactor

R,(B7, U ) this
for
distribution
R,(P,,

.[I

=

t1 - P r 1 0 @ r ~ ) K , ( P 7 ) l

1-

x2

1 - X B , ~ , ( P T U ) K 1 ( B 7 ~)
1 - PJO(PdJ)Kl(PJ

x.)]
'

(27)

3 ) RectangularStripBeam:
Thesamemethod
of approximate
solution
as
that appliedthe
in
foregoing paragraphscanbeapplied
to a strip beam of thickness 2h
and length a, illustrated in Fig. 6. The stream is uniform
(implyinginfinite)
inthe y direction. I n this case, a
Fourier
series-Fourier
integral
expansion
is used. The
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Fig. 6.

Stream and electrode configuration for the finit+thickness
strip stream model.

resulting equation for potential is the same as (13) with
the first term in parentheses, now R,(P,, t ) , given by
Rrn(PZ1 E)

0.01

I .a

d.1
0

Fig. 7. Increase in maximum value
of stable currentRdensity of a
strip stream as a funct~ionof stream aspect ratio h/a. The open
circles are the total series calculations; the solid line is the first
series term, all for uniform current density. The dashed lines are
for triangular density variations, with current concentrated near
the stream edge (upper line) and near the axis (lower line). The
experimental points are discussed in the text.

The normalization is
.$ = x/h,

yJ =

Px IO“

kh.

With a uniform current density (29) becomes

RdP,, t )

= 1-

exp ( - A > cash ( P Z O

30.

t

/

(30)

for .$ < 1. The same assumptionsused with the cylindrical
stream are applied here to obtain the approximate
limiting
current density:

=

t

loo.

P, = m?rh/a,

a
-forh--,O.
ah

This is shown as the solid line in Fig. 7. Numerical solutions for theequationscorrespondingto
(19) and (20)
are again shownas open circles. Equation (31) is obviously
sufficient for design purposes. The perveance corresponding to (31) is given in Fig. 8, compared with the series
calculation; there is an apparent asymptote forh/a 3 0.
The maximum current is given by (inax)
(area) ; let the
cross section be (a)(2h),so that

Fig. 8. Limiting perveance, P = Ia/V03’2,1 0 = ia2h a, for a strip
stream of uniform current density(perveancefora
width 2a
along y). The open circles are the series results; the solid line is
the first series term, which has a limitingvalue of 11.85 for
h / a + 0. The sloping dashed line, -h/a, is the asymptote for
large h/a, the infinite diode.

C. Experimental Results
A number of experiments [11]-[14] illustrate the validity

of the forgoing results. The observed values of increase
in maximum stabIe current are given on Figs.
2 and 7
for different beam aspect ratios, b/a and h/a.
A typical electrode arrangement (GAL-2) is shown in
Fig. 9. The current-limiting region lies betweenanodes
3 and 4 (the ends of a cylindrical cavity in this tube);
anodes 2 and 5 are guard anodes, held a t a slightly higher
potential than anodes3 and 4 to retard secondary
emission
and to shield the beam apertures in anodes 3 and 4 from
the strong fields produced by the potentials on anode 1
= 11.85 for h -+ 0.
and the collector.
A nonuniform,triangulardistribution
is also treated
Forthe cylindrical-streamexperiments(Fig.
. 2 ) the
[14]. The extreme cases of thisdistributionareshown
observed values of the limiting-current increase are seen
dotted in Fig. 7; the effect is obviously small. A Gaussian to begenerallyhigher
than the simpletheorypredicts
distribution has also been treated by one of the authors3 by as much as three times. Partial neutralization of the
with results very close to those for the uniform stream.
beamspacechargeby
the residualions could account
for part of this increase. The potential depression formed
inthebeamnear
limiting stronglyattractsany
ions
3 Bridges, W. B., unpublished work.
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Fig. 9.

Typical electrode arrangement (GAL-2) used in currentlimiting experiments.
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ward-wave amplifiers with multianode guns.
Tubes VIEW2 and VIEW-3 were beam testers using guns similar to
that in PAS-2F-2. The rangeshownforeach
tube corresponds to different values of limiting-region potential.
cause for
Again, a change in gun optics is probably the
the spread. Of the two points taken from Jory, the lower
was obtained with a symmetrical limiting region and the
upper with a n asymmetrical region. If h/22, is used as
the applicable aspect ratio instead of h/a, the upper point
moves to the left, as shown by the arrow.

formed and traps them. Unfortunately,
pulsed experiments
TUBE4
11. STREAM IN A FINITE-LENGTHDRIFT
which might have resolved the question of ion neutralizaThe model treated in Section I1 is a sheet stream as
tion were not performed, although it is likely that pulsed
currents would cause “premature”limiting because of shown in Fig. 6, but with an additional set of parallel
a
the lack of equilibrium conditions. Such effects are dis- planesabove and below thestreamaddedtoform
closed
box,
as
illustrated
in
Fig.
10.
cussed by Bridges and Birdsall [9].
The points shown for CAL-2 (Fig. 2)
are for different
A. Method of Solution
values of beam-forming-electrode (BFE) potentials with
The basic equaOions to be solved are as before, written
V , fixed. Limiting occurred at lower currents for the more
negative B F E potentials. This is in agreement with the now in the rectangular coordinates x and x. Approximate
result obtained here for t.he nonuniform radial distributionsolutions are again found to be necessary. The technique
of current; negative BFE potentials tend to inhibit emis- analogous to thatused in Section I would be the expansion
of potential and charge density ina double Fourier series.
sion from the cathode edges and hence produce a beam
of smaller diameter, giving a distribution similar to the This technique was initially used to solve certain cases
of the gridded drift tubeproblem, but thetwo-dimensional
nonuniform beam model with A = f 3 .
a sufficiently
The four points shown for Hammer’s experiment
[13] array of coefficients requiredtoobtain
are also for different B F E potentials, but the variation accurate answer resulted in unreasonably large computer
is in the opposite direction from that expected from the solution time. Instead, a relaxation techniquewas adopted
which greatly shortened the computation time.
foregoing discussion. Becauselimitingoccurredbetween
Introducing the normalization
anodes 2 and 3 (no input guard anode), field penetration
from anode 1 may have more than offset the change in
X = x/D,
the transverse distribution of current, since the potential
of anode 1 wasincreased
astheBFEpotential
was
= x/L,
decreased.
Onlydiodessymmetrical
about z = a/2have been
treated here, although it is clear how to apply thepresent
computational method or obtain the analogous simplified
expression for asymmetrical cases. Limiting in asymmet- (1) becomes
rical diodes, such as those in
Berghammer’s experiment
[ll],may becompared,however,through
the following
(34)
argument. I n Berghammer’s tube, limiting was obtained
between anodes 2and 3 , with anode2 a t 2 volts and anode The equations of motion (2), (3) give the expression for
3 a t 10, 20, and 30 volts for the three points
shown. As the charge density p :
anode 3 potential increases, the potential minimummoves
closer to anode 2 (the input electrode). The electric field
(35)
and charge distribution between the input electrode and
the potential minimum are similar t o those in a symmetUsing a digitalcomputer,
(34) and (35) were solved
rical diode with spacing 22,, where x, is the distance from iteratively,subject to the boundary conditions imposed
the injection plane to thepotential minimum, insteadof a. by the conducting walls. At each step in the iteration,
If the observed values of limiting-current increase are as- (34) was solved by the method of successive over-relaxasociatedwithaspectratios
6/22,, rather than b/a, the tion, using the charge density a t that step. I n this method,
points move to the right (as shown by arrows)
and the described in detail by Hornsby
[15], a n accelerating factor,
agreement with the theoretical curve
of Fig. 2 is improved. which adjusts the amount of over-relaxation,was used
Figure 7 shows the experimental results for tubesusing to reduce the computingtime. Aspecialmethodfor
thin hollow streams. All tubes used had a stream diameterthickness ratio of more than ten,so that theapproximation
Section I1 describes work performed in partial satisfaction of
to a rectangular st,rip beam is quite good. Jorfs tube [12] the* requirements
for the M.S. degree of J. I. Frey, University of
and thePAS-2F-2 were both experimentallow-noise back- California, Berkeley.
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found single-minimum solution was ultimately obtained;
this solution is thus assumed to be unique.

B. ComputationalResults
All results discussed here were obtained for a uniform
current distribution across the beam width B at the input
grid of the drift tube. Limiting current as a function of
the stream aspect ratio
is given in Fig. 11, normalized
to a limiting current in a n infinitelybroaddiode.
Also
shown are the data from Section I for the sheet stream
in adiode, (i.e., the side walls have beenremoved to
Fig. 10. Streamand electrode configuration for the finite-length
infinity,
D >> B ) . The effect of the tube walls in reducing
drift tube model.
the space-charge potential depression is apparent;the
closer the boundary to the stream
edge, (ie., the lower
choosing optimumvalues of thisfactor, described by the value of D / B ) , the greater the increase in the limiting
is inCarrB [16], was used. As a consequence, the bulk of the current. As the ratio of beam thickness to length
creased (large B / L ) the side walls play a less important
computingtime was consumed bythemajoriteration
role.
loop (charge density to potential and back again).
In the oppositelimit,where
L >> D , B, the model
The numericalsolutionforpotential
was allowed t o
converge to a maximum difference between successive approaches that of a n infinitely-long drift tube. For deiterations of 0.00005 (normalized). Forthis problem, it signpurposes, it would be useful to know the value of
was discovered that larger differences masked situations LID above which the resultfor the infinite drifttube
of marginal convergence verynearlimiting;instead
of is valid. Haeff [4] hasderivedthe following expression
converging to afinalanswer,
the potential would first for the limiting perveanceof a stream in such a drift tube:
converge and then diverge very slowly. Because of this
W
difficulty and the necessity of performing the computaP,,, = 9.35.10+ - Fmax.
D
(36)
tions for manysets of theparameters LID and BID,
“limiting” was taken as the point where the slope of the Here, w is the depth in the
y direction, and F,,, is a
minimum potential vs. input current curve exceeded ten generalized current parameter, somewhat like our A , but
times its value a t zero current.
dependentupon the filling factor w / D . Forthe finiteThe fineness of the mesh used for the relaxation solution length drift tube, the maximum perveance is given by
was tested by increasing the number of points at which
potential was calculatedfrom
441 to 1641. Since the
maximum difference in results produced by this change
was less than 0.001percent,allcalculations
were performed with the 441-point mesh. As a n overall check of Consequently, the ratio of these perveances for any BID
the computation, current dependence of the potential in or LID is
a n extremely short diode (LID = 0.05, B I D = 1.0) was
calculated. The curve of potentialmimimumvs.input
current agreed withthat for a n infinitediodewithin
0.01percentup
to A = 6 (the infinitediodelimits a t Equation (38) is plotted in Fig. 12 for two values of BID,
A = 8 ) ; beyond this value, the effect of the side walls using F,,, from Haeff’s paper and A,,, from the present
numerical calculations. The limiting behavior of the finitebegan to be noticeable.
of the infinite-length tube
It was possible to use any spatial distribution of poten- length tube approaches that
tial as an initialestimateforeachcomputation.Most
within five per cent for LID > 4 if the stream fills the
calculations were started at low inputcurrentswith
a tube, and LID > 2.5 if the stream only fills half of the
uniform-potential estimate; the solution obtained
was then tube.
Figure 13 shows the effect of length-to-diameter ratio
used as a first estimate for thenext,increased-current
L I D on minimum potential in
the tube for the stream
calculation. To ascertain whether or not there might be
filling the tube, D / B = 1. The fact that the stream
is
another stable potential distribution in addition to the
single-minimum solution iound by thesequence described, entirely enclosed does notchangetheshape
of these.
curves from those of the infinite diode or infinitely-long
twocalculationswere
started with input currents only
slightly below the critical value and with potential dis- drift tube. However, as the tube is made more “box-like”
at
tributions having two and three minima.
I n each case, ( L I D approachingunity),theminimumpotential
the severalminimain
thepotentialdistribution
dis- limiting drops below the value of 0.25 a t limiting obtained
appeared within two or three iterations
and thepreviously in theinfinite diodeand infinitely-long tube (with B I D = 1).
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Fig. 12. Ratio of limitingperveance of drift tube of length L to
that for L + m for stream filling and half-filling the cross section.
.01

Fig. 11. Increase in maximum stablecurrentdensity
fora strip
stream as a function of stream aspect ratio h/a(as in Fig. 7) with
addition of side walls, with aspect ratio of D / B .

Experiments
C.
Experimental results for unneutralized electron streams
in cylindrical drifttubeswith
griddedends have been
reported by Atkinson [17]-[18] and Volosok and Chirikov
[19]. These experiments were, however, performedin order
to study the behavior of streams at and beyond limiting
0
current,independent
of longitudinalboundaries.Con0
40
80
120
160
200
240
280
Input currentparameter A
sequently, the L / D ratios used were generally large enough
so that, as predicted by the present work, the behavior Fig. 13. Minimumpotentialindrifttube
as a function of input
current for different L I D ratios, for stream filling the drift tube.
duplicated that of the infinitely-longsystems. The fact
D / B = 1.
that Atkinsonobservednochange
inbehaviorfor
a
stream with B / D = 0.134 when L / D was increased from
corner potentials and dividing by the length of aside
1.5 to 3.0 tends to affirm the implications of Fig. 12.
of a mesh square.
D. Calculation of Kinetic and Electric Energies
The result of the energy calculation for the “square”
Therelativemagnitudes
of the kineticand electric stream ( L / D = 1)is shown in Fig. 14.d WK/dI and d WE/dI
are large and of opposite sign a t limiting for this case,
(or potential) energies in the drift tube can be compared
withresultsobtained
by Bridges and Birdsallfor the and aW/dI is large and positive, indicating instability for
I,,,. (It is, of course,impossible
thestream is currentsgreaterthan
infinitediode [9]. The kineticenergyin
to showinfiniteslopesfromnumericalresults.)Similar
obtained from the integral
behavior is exhibited for all other values of L I D and B I D
for which calculations were made, and is very similar to
that obtained for the infinite diode [9].
stream
For the interesting limiting case of a very thin stream
in
a very long drift region, the energies can be calculated
(39)
in closed form using a method suggested by Nergaard [4].
As shown inFig. 15, the behavior of the energies as a
while the electric energy is obtained from
function of current is quite similar to that demonstrated
in theinfinite diode.At limiting current,dWK/dI, dWT,/dI,
and dW/dI all become infinite, indicating
a rapid onset
tube
of instability. However, in the infinite diode, a t this point
These integrals were calculated numerically.
The potential W K = 7/4 W E ,while here W K = W,. It is proposed that
within a mesh square was taken as the average of the this difference may result ina smaller amplitude of oscillapotentials at the corners; the electric-fieldcomponents
tionsubsequent
tothe onset of instability, as noted
withinasquare
wereconsidered to be the averages of earlier [9] for the thin beam in a diode, and may also
the field components calculated by subtracting the proper result in a smaller drop in transmitted current.
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Fig. 14. Energies in a bounded drift tube as a function of input
current. L / D = I, D / B = 1.

Fig. 15. Energies in a bounded drift tube as a function of input
current. L / D + w , D / B + 03.
[8]
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